
Identify, Prioritize and Reduce Vulnerability Exposure 
Across Your Network

Challenge
Discovering where you’re most vulnerable is a security priority and 
likely already part of your overall program. The ability to continuously 
identify threats and monitor unexpected changes in your network 
before they turn into breaches is common practice. Compliance 
drivers also necessitate vulnerability scanning on a regular basis. For 
these reasons, you have invested in a vulnerability scanning solution 
that gives you immediate, global visibility into your assets and 
vulnerabilities. However, deploying the scanner, physical or virtualized, 
and scheduling scans properly based on a set of proven processes 
requires a depth of expertise and experience you may not have 
available. 

Solution
Managed vulnerability scanning by Optiv is a managed service that 
provides you with a comprehensive set of security procedures that 
identifies, prioritizes and reduces vulnerability exposure across 
your network. Optiv managed services deliver the core components 
of a solid vulnerability management program with asset discovery, 
classification, scan management, prioritized reporting with visibility 
into false positives and expert guidance around remediation.

Service Components

Managed Vulnerability 
Services

Benefits of Working with Optiv
Detect Exploits:  React immediately 
to a set of prioritized vulnerabilities 
before they are discovered by 
malware and exploited by hackers 
to access your sensitive data.

Human Context:  Apply human-
based actionable intelligence 
to vulnerability reporting, 
which is something automated 
scanners cannot do alone.

Remediation Confidence: Receive 
expert guidance and tempered 
reporting on an otherwise 
overwhelming process of digging 
through pages of vulnerability 
reports to find information.

Reduce Risk: When you don’t have 
in-house resources available, Optiv 
provides expert personnel who 
help ensure your vulnerability 
gaps are quickly closed.

Optiv is a market-leading provider of end-to-end cyber security solutions. We help clients plan, build and run successful 
cyber security programs that achieve business objectives through our depth and breadth of cyber security offerings, 
extensive capabilities and proven expertise in cyber security strategy, managed security services, incident response, risk 
and compliance, security consulting, training and support, integration and architecture services, and security technology. 
Optiv maintains premium partnerships with more than 350 of the leading security technology manufacturers. For more 
information, visit www.optiv.com or follow us at www.twitter.com/optiv, www.facebook.com/optivinc and www.linkedin.
com/company/optiv-inc.
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Network 
Discovery Scans

Discover and 
map each asset 
on network.

Asset 
Management

Provide 
guidance on 
how to classify 
discovered 
assets.

Scan 
Management

Scan scheduling 
and vulnerability 
discovery.

Discover Classify Rank Scan

Asset 
Prioritization

Critical rankings 
may be 
assigned to 
assets to help 
remediation.
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